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The Ultimate EVO Aluminium Bifolding Doors offer 
exceptional performance and is the product of 
cutting-edge British hardware innovation. 

Hardware is a crucial element in bifold door 
design, determining not only how secure your 
new door will be, but also how easy it is to use. 
In short, it’s hardware that does the hard work.

We have looked at each and every aspect, the 
function of every individual hardware component 
used in the Ultimate EVO’s fabrication. We have 
designed door rollers, hinges, gears and running 
tracks from the ground up, to optimise the 
performance of each.

Manufactured in the UK using the best materials 
and to the highest standards, it means that the 
Ultimate EVO delivers effortless operation, 
enhanced security, and exceptional weather 
sealing. 

Combined with a slim aluminium profile, the core 
integrity of our hardware means that we can also 
offer incredible design flexibility, accommodating 
heavier individual sash weights and openings of 
up to 8400mm*
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*Subject to specific site conditions and wind loads



Choose your configuration

3-3-0 3-2-1 4-3-1

5-5-0 5-4-1 5-3-2 6-5-1 6-3-3

7-4-3 7-5-2 7-6-1 7-7-0

Externally Viewed

3-1-2

3 - The total number
     of sashes

1 - The number of sashes
     opening to the left

2- The number of sashes
    opening to the right

Reverse configurations also available, eg. 3-1-2 and 3-2-1

With inward and outward opening options, the Ultimate EVO offers exceptional design 
flexibility with 32 different configurations and up to a maximum seven individual sashes.

Internal and External Entrance Door Handle Position
Lever / Lever with 3* cylinder and keys

Shootbolt Handle Position 
Internal Handle/s without cylinder and keys
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2-2-0* 4-4-0* 4-2-2* 6-6-0* 6-4-2*

Non Document Q or PAS24 Compliant
Reverse configurations also available, eg. 2-2-0 and 2-0-2
*No external access as standard for these configurations. Handles displayed are internally positioned.
Internal shootbolt locking with cylinder and internal / external shootbolt locking with cylinder options are available - these options DO NOT comply with Document Q / PAS24

Anthracite 
Grey

From over 200
Special Colours
Single or Dual

Choose your threshold and cill

Anthracite 
Grey on 

Traffic White

Traffic White Jet Black Jet Black 
on 

Traffic White

Choose your hardware colour
Lever / Lever Handles

White Grey Black Chrome Satin

Choose your colour

Cill options: Stub / 150mm / 190mm

Standard Threshold
Weather Rated

(with cill)

Internal Low
Threshold

Internal Low
Threshold

with Rebate

Internal Low
Threshold with 

Rebate & Ramp

Shootbolt Handle Shootbolt Handle with cylinder

Features and additional options

Internal only Shootbolt Handle 
with cylinder comes with a 
1* half cylinder.

Internal and External Shootbolt 
Handles with cylinder comes with a 
3* cylinder.

Trickle Vents

Choose either trickle vents within 
the door (pictured left) or within 
a 38mm add-on on the top of 
the frame.



The Ultimate EVO Aluminium Entrance Door originates from our 
bifold door system. The same EVO slim sash and frame create 
these secure and contemporary residential doors.

The single entrance door can be up to 1200mm wide and 
3000mm tall, and has the additional option for joined sidelights, 
each able to house either double or triple glazing. 

Complement your entrance door with either clear or textured 
glass, or from the 25 panel designs below. Choose a sleek smooth 
finish, a traditional groove or from our assortment of satin glass 
and stainless steel trim options. Whichever style appeals to you, 
an Ultimate EVO Aluminium Entrance Door will be an impressive 
statement to your home.

Choose your colour

Anthracite 
Grey

From over 200
Special Colours
Single or Dual

Choose your hardware colour
Lever / Lever Handles

White Grey Black

Arran Barra Bryher Canvey Coll Fetler
 Horizontal

Fetler
 Vertical

Hayling Hoy Islay

Jura Lismore Lundy Orkney Rum Sanday Scalpay Shetland Skye Stronsay Tresco Ulva Walney Westray Wight

Choose your threshold and cill
See options on page 7.

Choose your panel design

Anthracite 
Grey on 

Traffic White

Traffic White

Jet Black Jet Black 
on 

Traffic White
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The Ultimate Door Panels use 1.5mm aluminium sheets, that is nearly double the amount used by many of the UK’s leading 
aluminium panel suppliers!

The polyfoam laminating insulation is a rigid extruded polystyrene board, is lightweight, has excellent structural strength and 
is resistant to moisture absorption. 

The Ultimate Aluminium Panel contains a 4.5mm fibre cement board. This fire-resistant sheathing board is extremely durable, 
improves product security, is impact-resistant, repels rot and fungus and will withstand extreme climates. No timber or MDF 
are used within the Ultimate Aluminium Panels Doors.

The enclosed edges situated on all sides of the panel (grooved panels do not have enclosed edges due to the nature of the 
manufacturing process), increases the panels stability and provides additional ease at installation when ‘toe and heeling’ the 
28mm panel.



The Ultimate EVO Aluminium French Doors originates from our 
bifold door system. The same EVO slim sash and frame create 
these secure and contemporary residential doors.

The double entrance doors can be up to 2400mm wide and 
3000mm tall, and has the additional option for joined sidelights, 
each able to house either double or triple glazing. 

The cutting-edge aluminium system delivers a contemporary 
design which provides practical access to your home. These 
double doors also allow you to develop a consistent style 
throughout your property when using multiple door options 
within the EVO suite.

Choose your colour

Anthracite 
Grey

From over 200
Special Colours
Single or Dual

Choose your threshold and cill
See options on page 7.

Anthracite 
Grey on 

Traffic White

Traffic White

Jet Black Jet Black 
on 

Traffic White

Choose your hardware colour
Lever / Lever Handles

White Grey Black Chrome Satin

The main access door is operated by 
a lever / lever handle with a 3* cylinder.

The secondary door is controlled 
by the internal shootbolt handle. 
Optional external shootbolt handle 
and cylinder also available. See page 7.
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Enjoy every season
with the Ultimate Doors
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Enjoy smooth operation, lasting quality and a brighter, 
more spacious home with the Ultimate EVO Aluminium 
Sliding Doors.

The Ultimate EVO Sliding Doors deliver the best in 
modern styling and contemporary flair. Premium 
patio doors with slim flat sightlines, that effortlessly 
glide along its robust stainless steel rails.

Energy efficiency in buildings is a demand made by 
architects and homeowners. Both being aware of the 
importance of a homes environmental footprint. The 
Ultimate EVO meets such challenges with all the latest 
technological developments necessary to ensure your 
home remains comfortable whilst aesthetically 
pleasing.

The Ultimate EVO Sliding Doors are ideal for both 
replacement and new projects. The slim lines, low 
threshold, graceful operation and modern 
appearance, makes these sliders suitable for 
any home that desires a practical door system.

If having an uninterrupted view is important, then the 
Ultimate EVO Sliding Doors could be the best option.
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OX

Double Track

XO XX

OXXO XXXX

OXX

Triple Track

XXX

XXO

OXXXXO XXXXXXOOXXOO

Choose your configuration

With internal or external sliding doors, the Ultimate EVO offers multiple 
configurations to suit your homes style and access points. 

Trickle Vents

Trickle vent/s within 
a 38mm add-on 

on top of the frame.
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Anthracite 
Grey

From over 200
Special Colours
Single or Dual

Traffic White Jet Black

Choose your hardware colour
Standard Manilla Offset Handles

White

Choose your colour 

Grey Black Dark Silver

Choose your cill
Cill options: 180mm / 230mm / Triple Track 250mm

Blu Premium Stainless Steel 
Pull Bars and Escutcheon

Choose either 
Satin or Matt Black



The Ultimate Aluminium Window Collection offers a 
flexible range of windows that are ideally suited to 
meet the demands of both traditional and new build 
homes. They are naturally strong and easy to maintain. 
It’s easy to see why they are a popular choice and a 
smart investment.

The strength of the aluminium allows the Ultimate
windows to support much larger spans of glazing 
within a slim frame. This gives uninterrupted views and 
greater light diffusion to transform not only how your 
home looks, but how it feels.

The Ultimate windows are fully recyclable and energy 
efficient, they can help to reduce your carbon footprint 
and your heating bills.

We manufacture aluminium fixed panes, top and side 
hung casements, dummy sashes, French Windows, 
shaped frames, bay windows, and tilt and turns!

Designed to perform as great as they look, with 
exceptional durability that outperforms traditional 
timber systems and providing a sleeker, more 
attractive finish than PVC-U. 

The Ultimate Aluminium Window Collection allows the 
maximum amount of natural light to enter your home 
whist giving a sleek slim appearance.
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Choose your window style
The Ultimate Aluminium Window Collection has a window for every application whether 
a new build or refurbishment.

Casement options are available in standard or flush outerframe. All window styles have 
square beading and perfectly complement the EVO door range.

The Ultimate Aluminium Window Collection has a strong super slim frame and a 
depth of just 38mm (fixed light), or 66mm with standard vent. Opening casements are 
available in sizes up to a maximum of 1400mm x 1400mm, to give the widest views and 
maximise daylight in every room.

Crisp, clean, contemporary designs that add character, style, security and comfort.

• Top hung casements
• Side hung casements
• Fixed lights 
• Dummy sash 
• Shaped frames
• French windows 
• Bay windows
• Georgian bars
• Tilt and turns

Anthracite 
Grey

From over 200
Special Colours
Single or Dual

Traffic White Jet Black

Choose your hardware colour

White

Choose your colour 

Choose your cill
Cill options: 84mm Stub / 150mm / 190mm

Grey Black Chrome Gold Satin Tungsten Antique
Black

Standard 
Casement

Flush
Casement
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Looking for a window with a difference? 

How about an Ultimate Aluminium EVO bifold or Sliding Window?

The Ultimate Aluminium EVO bifold Window is available in 32 configurations, with 
2 - 7 doors and in over 200+ single or dual colours. Internal shootbolt locking as 
standard with the option for external shootbolt handle/s and locking. See page 7.

Sashes from 600mm - 1200mm wide and 800mm - 1800mm high.
Available as open in or open out.

The Ultimate Aluminium EVO Sliding Window is available in 6 configurations and 
in over 200+ single or dual colours. 

Sashes from 600mm - 2000mm wide and 600mm - 1800mm high.

All configurations on pages 6 and 7 are available with shootbolt locking. 
Lever / Lever handles are not an option with bifold windows.

Externally Viewed

Available configurations for sliding windows are OX / XO / XX / OXX / XXO / XXX 
with either Manilla or Blu Bar handle options. See pages 16 and 17.

XX5-4-1
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The Ultimate aluminium doors and windows provide 
a seamless connection between your homes indoor 
and outdoor space. Connecting you with the outside 
all year-round, whatever the weather!



High precision manufacturing
We employ the strictest quality management system.
Every door is fully inspected, wrapped and delivered by our dedicated fleet, 
allowing us to offer you guaranteed quality and service.
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Bespoke Window Systems Limited
Unit 13 Meridian Business Centre, 
Vulcan Way, 
Croydon 
CR0 9UG
 
t:  01689 841602
w: www.bespokewindowsystems.com
e: office@bespokewindowsystems.com


